In this paper, we analyze parameter improvement under vertex fusion in a graph G. This is a setting in which a new graph G is obtained after identifying a subset of vertices of G in a single vertex. We are interested in distance parameters, in particular diameter, radius and eccentricity of a vertex v. We show that the corresponding problem is NP-Complete for the three parameters. We also find graph classes in which the problem can be solved in polynomial time.
Introduction
The problem of graph modification by adding new edges to reach a certain improvement of a graph or network parameter is a source of important problems on network reliability and fault tolerant computing. One of the fundamental parameters to study distance properties in communication networks, is the graph diameter. Observe that the delay in sending a message from a node to another one depends on the length of the route among them. But not just the diameter can be useful to study properties in a network, suppose that we only want to send a message from one node. In this case, another interesting parameter to study on this network can be the eccentricity of this node.
The most discussed augmentation problem in the literature is based on the notion of graph augmentation by the addition of edges under some constraints [10, 4] . In particular, for the case in of paths and cycles, the optimal value can be determined up to an additive error constant term [5, 1] . Other lower and upper bounds can be found in [1, 7] . For the case of trees a 2-approximation algorithm for even d was presented in [4] and an 8-approximation algorithm for odd d was provided in [12] .
Finally a (2 + 1/δ)-approximation algorithm for the case of d odd is due to [3] .
On the other hand, the ac-P problem when P is the eccentricity of one vertex v or the radius of a graph, in [4] is shown that the problem continues being NP-hard, but in this case, when we restrict the input to be a tree, the problem becomes polynomially tractable [4] for both cases. We are interested in analyzing augmentation problems under other types of graph augmentation that make sense in modern overlay communication networks. In such a setting a new network is obtained by the superposition of two different networks with possible different communication technologies and thus the augmentation might have a more involved topology than just the buying of some additional communication links. Particular cases are augmentation by vertex fusion (vertex identification), by imposing a clique or a complete bipartite graph, and in general by imposing a particular network on a node subset.
In this paper, we deal with the problem of augmentation under diameter constraint when augmentation means vertex fusion. This is the problem in which we assume that the communication technology of the over imposed network allow instantaneous communication between the nodes, therefore they can communicate at zero cost; this is equivalent to consider a network in which we fusion all of them in one node. The problem in this case can be formalized as follows [4] :
Vertex fusion under parameter constraints (vf-P ).
Instance: A graph G and a positive integer d.
Goal: Fusion a minimum number of vertices to obtain a graph G such that
We show that the vf-P problem is NP-hard for general graphs when the parameter P is set to diameter, radius or eccentricity. On the positive side, we show that the problem can be solved in polynomial time when the input graph is restricted to be a tree in all the three cases. Moreover, the results have also consequence on the parameterized complexity of its corresponding problem for the natural parameterizations, obtaining that the vf-P problem, when it is parameterized by d, is FPT when the input is restricted to be a planar graph.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give some classical definitions and introduce the notation used in the rest of the paper. Section 3 is devoted to study the complexity of the vertex fusion under diameter constraints problem and Section 4 deals with eccentricity and radius constraints. Finally, in the last Section, we conclude with some further results and open problems.
Definitions
In this paper, we use standard terminology of graph theory. Let G = (V , E) be a graph. We define the distance between two vertices v and w in G as the minimum number of edges in a path joining them in G, which is denoted by d(v, w) 
The diameter of a graph G, denoted by diam(G), is the maximum distance between two vertices, formally diam(G) = max v,w∈V d(v, w). The eccentricity of a vertex v, denoted by ecc(G, v), is the distance to the furthest vertex to v in G, using this definition, the radius is defined by the minimum eccentricity for a vertex v in G. Formally, we have ecc(G, v) = max The r-neighborhood of a vertex v is the set formed by all vertices at distance at most r from v, we denote it using the ball notation B r (v) = {w ∈ V ; d(v, w) ≤ r}. Extending the definition to sets, the r-neighborhood of a set of vertices W ⊆ V is the set formed by all the vertices at distance at most r from W , i.e., B r (W ) = {v ∈ V ; d(v, W ) ≤ r} = w∈W B r (w). In the particular case that the set W is formed by two end points of an edge e = {v, w} we use the term ''edge-ball'' for its neighborhood, and we denote it by B r (e). Using the definition of a ball, the radius of a graph G can be defined as the least integer r such that B r (v) = V for some vertex v.
Given a graph G and a subset of vertices W ⊂ V , the vertex fusion of W in G is the graph G/W formed by identifying the vertices in W into a single vertex and deleting loops and multiple edges. Formally, the vertices in G/W are given by the vertices of G quotient the equivalence relation defined by
See Fig. 1 for an example.
Using the previous definitions we can define formally the problems we are interested in.
Vertex fusion problem (vf-P ).
Instance: A graph G and two positive integers k and d.
Question: There exists a subset W with at most k vertices such that P (G/W ) ≤ d?
Min vertex fusion problem (mvf-P ).
Instance: A graph G and a positive integer d. Goal: Compute the minimum k for which there exists a subset W with at most k vertices such
We consider also two natural parameterizations of the vf problem.
d-Vertex fusion problem (d-vf-P ).
Instance: A graph G and an integer k.
Question: There exists a subset W with at most k vertices such that
Instance: A graph G and integer d.
In this article, we consider the parameter P to be diam(G), rad(G) and ecc(G, v) (observe that the problem has an input G and v). We denote these three subcases of the problem vf-P by vf-d, vf-d and vf-e, respectively.
To devise an algorithm for the vf-P problem with the three parameters considered here, we use a particular case of the r-dominating set problem defined in [15] . An r-dominating set of a graph G is a subset W ⊂ V for which the maximum distance from any vertex in V to W is at most r, that is max v∈V d(v, W ) ≤ r, or equivalently, W ⊂ V for which V = w∈W B r (w). The associated problem is stated as follows:
r-dominating set problem(r-ds).
Instance: A graph G and an integer k > 0.
Question: Does G have an r-dominating set with at most k vertices?
Note that in the particular case r = 1, the above formulation corresponds to the well-known dominating set problem DS (GT2 [11] ). From [2, 13] we know that the r-dominating set problem is solvable in linear time on trees. Now we introduce some additional notation for tree T = (V , E). We define the set of leaves L(T ) of T , the vertices with only one neighbor in
. Let v ∈ V and let w be a neighbor of v in T , the subtree T v (w) is the maximal subtree by inclusion rooted at w in such a way that v ∈ T v (w). Moreover, we define the subtree T * v (w) as the subtree induced by the vertex set V (T v (w)) ∪ {v}.
Finally, for any r > 0 and any subtree S of T , β r (S) denotes the minimum number of balls of radius r that are necessary to cover S.
Vertex Fusion under diameter constraints
This section is devoted to classify the vf-d problem in general cases, and to provide a polynomial time algorithm for this problem when the input graph is restricted to be a tree. In the first subsection we reduce the problem from the well-known dominating set, and in the second section we present an algorithm running in polynomial time for trees. Proof. Given a subset W of V , we can verify in polynomial time if W is a feasible solution to the vertex fusion problem by computing the graph G/W and calculating the distance from every vertex to every other vertex in G/W in polynomial time using for example the Floyd-Warshall algorithm in [8] .
Therefore, it remains to show that the d-vf-d problem is NP-hard. Next, we present a reduction from the dominating set problem (ds). Assume for the rest of this proof that the value d ≥ 2 has been fixed.
Given an instance of the ds problem, consisting of a graph G = (V , E) and an integer k > 0, we will reduce this problem to the d-vertex fusion problem on a graph G = (V , E ) and integer k = k + 1, in such a way that there is a dominating set in G with k vertices if and only if there is a d-fusion set
We assume for the rest of this proof that the set of vertices of the graph G is V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }.
Now, depending on d is even or odd, we use a different reduction.
To construct the graph G , we start with a copy of the graph G. To every vertex v i in G, we attach a path P i of length r − 1, one path for each vertex, with vertex set P i = {p
}. We continue constructing G by adding a clique K with a set of n new vertices
Then, we add a new vertex a adjacent to all vertices belonging to V (K ) and a new vertex b adjacent to a. Finally, we add n paths connected to b of length r, which we denote by Q i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with set of vertices Q i = {q Fig. 2 for the construction. Now, let S be a dominating set of G, we want to prove that S ∪ {b} is a d-fusion set in G . Consider the graph G * = G /(S ∪ {b}), and let v, w be two different vertices in
To consider all the possible distances between vertices, we divide the vertices into three groups:
Fig. 2. Transformation from Dominating set to Vertex fusion (even case).
If both v and w belong to V ∪V (K )∪{a, b}, then the distance between them in G * cannot be greater than 2, because all vertices in V ∪ V (K ) ∪ {a, b} are located at distance at most one from S ∪ {b}. So, if we want to consider a diametral pair of G * , we have to assume that at least one vertex belongs to
Suppose without loss of generality that v ∈ P i . Then the furthest vertex in G * from v is either the vertex q r j for some j or a vertex p r j for j = i.
• In the first case we have
• In the second case, If
Let us consider a function t from V (K ) ∪ n i=1 P i to V , where 
We claim that if
S ∪ {b} is a d-fusion set in G , then t(S) := {t(s 1 ), t(s 2 ), . . . , t(s l )} is a dominating set in G.
Suppose that t(S)
is not a dominating set in G. In this case the construction is similar to the construction before, but now, the vertex b is adjacent to all vertices of a clique K (B) formed by the set of new vertices B = {b 1 , . . . , b n }. In this case, we join, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the path Q i to the vertex b i , thus obtaining the vertex set for the paths Fig. 3 for the construction. Let S be a dominating set in G, we claim that S ∪ {b} is a d-fusion set in G . Consider the graph G * = G /(S ∪ {b}), and let v, w be two different vertices in G * , we will prove that d G * (v, w) ≤ d. As in the case before, we divide the vertices of G into three groups V ∪ V (K ) ∪ {a, b} ∪ B, P i , and Q i .
If we consider two vertices of V ∪ V (K ) ∪ {a, b} ∪ B, then the distance between them cannot be greater than 2 and we are done. So we can suppose that v or w does not belong to V ∪V (K )∪{a, b} ∪B.
, the constant appearing in the second member is the cost necessary to go from v i to a vertex in S and then to w, so
Conversely, let S be a d-fusion set in G . We claim that there exists b * ∈ S for some b * ∈ B ∪ {b}. 
} is not a d-fusion set G . Consequently, t(S) is a dominating set in G.
As a consequence of the previous theorem and taking into account that the dominating set problem is W[1]-hard [9] , and that the construction in the proof of the previous theorem constitutes a parameterized reduction, we have: NP-complete 
Corollary 3.2. The vertex fusion problem under diameter constraints is

Polynomial algorithm for trees
In the previous subsection we have shown that the vf-d problem is hard in general graphs. In this section we provide an algorithm working in polynomial time for the case in which the input graph G is a tree.We start by establishing a relationship between the vf-d problem and the r-dominating set, when d is even (d = 2r).
Proposition 3.3. Let T = (V , E) be a tree and r and k be two positive integers. There is a 2r-fusion set for the diameter with k vertices in T if and only if there is an r-dominating set with k vertices in T .
Proof. Observe that, if W is an r-dominating set of T , then for any two vertices
Conversely, let W be a 2r-fusion set. For every w ∈ W consider the following set C w on V (T ):
Obviously V (G) = w∈W C w , so if we can cover every C w with a ball of radius r we have an r-dominating set.
For each w ∈ W such that C w ⊆ B r (w), set w * = w. Otherwise, if w ∈ W and C w ⊆ B r (w), let v 1 be one of the furthest vertices in C w to w and let v 2 be one of the furthest vertices in C w to v 1 . On the path P(v 1 , v 2 ) between v 1 and v 2 pick the vertex w * located at distance r from v 2 . We claim that C w ⊆ B r (w * ). To prove that, let v be any vertex in C w , to connect v to w * we have to cross P(v 1 , v 2 ) at some vertex s ∈ P(v 1 , v 2 ). There are two cases:
In the first case, d(v, w * ) ≤ r because d(v, v 2 ) ≤ 2r, note that for any pair of vertices in C w their distance is not greater than 2r otherwise W is not a 2r-fusion set. In the second case d(v, w * ) ≤ r because v 2 is one of the furthest vertices to v 1 and d(v 2 , w * ) = r.
To deal with the case of odd d we need an additional definition.
Proposition 3.5. Let T = (V , E) be a tree and let r and k be two positive integers. There is a (2r + 1)-fusion set with k vertices of T if and only if there is a (k, r)-nice set of T .
Proof. Let S be a (k, r)-nice set of T . By definition of (k, r)-nice set, there is a dominating set W , with k vertices, on T \ S, such that:
So, in all the cases we have, for any
Conversely, let W be a (2r + 1)-fusion set with k vertices of T , and consider C w , for w ∈ W , as defined in the proof of Proposition 3.3:
Given w ∈ W and v ∈ C w , let x 
We claim that S forms a (k, r)-nice set of T . Clearly, from the definition of W , condition (i) holds. To prove (ii), notice that given s ∈ S ∩ C w for w ∈ W then either
In the first case, we have At this point, our goal consists on describing a polynomial algorithm for constructing a (k, r)-nice set of a given tree T . From now on we consider the tree T to be a tree rooted at some particular edge e. Assuming that v ∈ V (T ) has m v children, we use v i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m v , to denote a child of the vertex v. Using this edge rooted tree, we analyze the (k, r)-nice set properties. Proof. Let W be an r-dominating set in T \ S given by the fact that S is a (k, r)-nice set in T . If we consider a vertex v ∈ L(B r (e), T ), W is also an r-dominating set in T \(S ∪{v}). So applying Lemma 3.6 we have that S ∪ {v} is a (k, r)-nice set. Using induction on the vertices of L(B r (e), T ), we have that S ∪ L(B r (e), T ) is also a (k, r)-nice set. 
Lemma 3.6. Let T = (V , E) be a tree, let k and r be two positive integers and let S be a (k, r)-nice set contained in B r (e) for some e ∈ E. Suppose W is an r-dominating set with k vertices in T \ S then, if W is an r-dominating set in
Proof. Given that S is a (k, r)-nice set in T , let W be an r-dominating set in T \ S, and let W v i be a r-dominating set in the subtree T v (v i ), where v i is a children of v, with β r (T v (v i )) vertices.
Consider now the set
We also know that any r-dominating set in the subtree T v has at least 1
If we take the subset 
in the second case) we have that W f is an r-dominating set in T \ (S ∪ {v}), implying by Lemma 3.6 that S ∪ {v} is a (k, r)-nice set.
Our next result shows that we always have a (k, r)-nice set in a subtree of T without leaves when there is a (k, r)-nice set in T . Proof. Let S be a (k, r)-nice set in T and let e ∈ E be an edge such that S ⊆ B r (e), then if we consider the set S = S \ L(B r (e), T ) we have that S is a (k, r)-nice set without leaves in the tree T \ B r (e). In the other direction, let S be a (k, r)-nice set without leaves contained at some ball B r (e). Then if we add L(B r , T ) to S by Corollary 3.7 we have that S ∪ L(B r (e)) is a (k, r)-nice set in T .
The next result provides the key result to select candidates for a (k, r)-nice set. 
Proof. In one direction, let S be a (k, r)-nice set without leaves in T , by Corollary 3.8 S ∪ {v} is a (k, r)-nice set, and because v is not a leave, we can assert that S ∪{v} is a (k, r)-nice set without leaves in T , which implies that T \ (S ∪ {v}) has an r-dominating set W , but β r (T v (v i )) is the number of vertices necessary to cover
In the other direction, if S is a (k , r)-nice set without leaves in
Now we can state here the main result Using Proposition 3.3 we can answer whether there is a 2r-fusion set on T , just by analyzing if an r-dominating set exists on T . If d = 2r + 1 to know if there is a (2r + 1)-fusion set on T , using Proposition 3.5 we have to find a (k, r)-nice set on T . To find it we can use the following algorithm which is constructed using the previous results on (k, r)-nice sets. Algorithm to compute a (k, r)-nice set on T or return false if there is none.
For
End return false
The algorithm has its support on the results before, from Lemma 3.9 we can find (if it exists) a (k, r)-nice set without leaves in T \L(B r (e), T ) for some e ∈ E. To find it, we use Lemma 3.10 decreasing the size of the tree in every step.
The complexity of the algorithm is given basically by the complexity of computing the r-dominating set in all the subtrees of T \ B r (e) for every e ∈ E, this step has a cost O(n 2 ) for a tree rooted on an edge e and a total cost O(n 3 ) for every e ∈ E, but we have to repeat the process using the Lemma 3.10 at most k times, so the final complexity is dominated by the O(kn 3 ) algorithm.
Vertex Fusion under radius and eccentricity constraints
In this section we study the previous problem subject to eccentricity and radius constraints.
Vertex fusion under eccentricity constraints (vf-e).
Instance: A graph G, a vertex v ∈ V (G) and two positive integers k and d. As well as Corollary 3.2, We can also assert that the eccentricity problem is W[1]-hard, to prove that we take into account that the dominating set is W[1]-hard [9] , and that the construction in the proof of the previous proposition constitutes a parameterized reduction. Proof. Consider the graph G obtained by adding a path P of length d to the vertex v of G (see Fig. 5 ).
Consider that W is a solution for the d-vf-e problem, the same set W in G is a solution for the d-ds problem. Now, let W be a solution of the d-ds in G and consider the function w ∈ P −→ t(w) = v w ∈ V (G) −→ t(w) = w. 
but now, we have at least one vertex v in P to cover P, and for all w vertex in V (G), From [6] , we can solve the d-ds on planar graphs in polynomial time with the parameter d and applying the Proposition 4.3 and taking into account that this reduction is an FPT-reduction (see for example [9] ), we can transform the solution to a solution of the vf-e problem.
Conclusions and further results
We have shown that the vf-P problem is NP-hard in general for some distance properties and provided a polynomial time algorithm when the input is restricted to be a tree. Our algorithm is based on the computation of an adequate r-dominating set. We suspect that our algorithm can also be extended to other graph classes for which the dominating set problem can be solved in polynomial time.
Concerning parameterized complexity two parameters arise naturally, the graph diameter d and the size of the fusion set k, this leads to the definition of the d-vertex fusion problem and of the k-vertex fusion problem. Results 3.1 and 4.1 imply that the d-vertex fusion problem is NP-hard for d ≥ 2 and thus not likely to be fixed parameter tractable. The reduction in Results 3.1 and 4.1 show that the size of the d-fusion set is r + 1, therefore taking into account that the k-ds problem is W[1]-hard, the k-vertex fusion problem is not likely to be fixed parameter tractable.
